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integrity (noun) /ɪnˈteɡri-ti/  1 firm adherence to a code of especially moral or artistic values: utter sincerity, honesty, and candor: INTEGRITY <personal/intellectual/academic/artistic integrity> <a person of integrity>  2 an unpaired or unmarked condition: entire correspondence with an original condition: SOUNDESS <structural/architectural integrity> <territorial integrity>  3 the quality or state of being complete or undivided: material, spiritual, or aesthetic wholeness: ENTIVENESS, COMPLETENESS  4 To the eye it is fair enough, here; but seen in its integrity, under the sky, and by the daylight, it is a crumbling tower of waste … — Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, 1859>  5 She sought consciously in “Greenleaf” to draw the old patterns of suggestion into the service of her Christian vision, but they are peculiarly retentive of their integrity … — Louise Westling, Sacred Groves and Ravaged Gardens, 1985>  Origin of INTEGRITY Middle English integre, from Middle French & Latin; Middle French integrete, from Latin integritas, integritatis, from integritas, from integritas, from integre, integrum untouched, entire < -int-, -int- > First Known Use: 14th century (sense 1) Synonyms: character, decency, goodness, honesty, morality, probity, rectitude, righteousness, rightness, uprightness, virtue, virtuousness Antonyms: badness, evil, evil-doing, immorality, iniquity, sin, villainy, wickedness Pronunciation Symbols: in•teg•ri•ties in•teg•ri•ty
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- 502,000 words defined in a clean, user-friendly format
- 158,500 etymologies
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- 115,000 additional example sentences clarify meanings
- Synonyms and Antonyms
- Nearly 200 usage paragraphs offer guidance for commonly misused words
- Over 1,000 pictorial illustrations
- Expanded and Advanced Search including access to the Merriam-Webster citation files
- Interactive and Social Features games and quizzes
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"Merriam-Webster Unabridged is effortless to use and offers so much more than just meanings of words. It’s great to see the etymology of the word and its usage in context, not to mention the ease of searching itself. My patrons in the library love it!"
—Librarian, North Carolina Museum of Art

"This new rendition of the Merriam-Webster Unabridged (MWU) online combines a workmanlike interface with a delightfully seductive design that will reel word lovers (like me) in at first glance."
—Library Journal

"Merriam Webster’s Unabridged is an essential tool of the Tulane Law School Publications Department. Having an up-to-date dictionary available online to ensure consistent spelling and usage is indispensable in producing quality scholarship."
—Manager, Publications, Tulane Law School

"You will be taken to a place of words that offers so much more than definitions."
—Library Director, Rowan County Public Library
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